In the paper the interval least squares approach to estimate/fit data with interval uncertainties is introduced. The solution of this problem is discussed from the perspective of interval linear algebra. Using the interval linear algebra carefully, it is possible to significantly speed up the computation in specialized cases. The interval least squares approach is then applied to lung function testing methodMultiple breath washout test (MBW). It is used for algebraic handling of uncertainties arising during the measurement. Surprisingly, it sheds new light on various aspects of this procedure -it shows that the precision of currently used sensors does not allow verified prediction. Moreover, it proved the most commonly used curve to model the nitrogen washout process from lung to be wrong. Such insight contributes to the ongoing discussions on the possibility to predict clinically relevant indices (e.g., LCI).
Introduction -Multiple Breath Washout test (MBW)
First works concerning multiple breath washout test date back to '40s and '50s [2] . In those days the method faced crucial limitations which prevented its use in clinical practice. The precision of sensors was not sufficient to measure low gas concentrations accurately and also the computational power of digital computers was insufficient to handle problems described using too many parameters (much of mathematical work was still done manually). With increasing power of sensors and computers MBW was reborn in '90s. MBW is a very promising lung function test since it does not require any specific breath maneuvers. The only requirement is the regular tidal breathing with no leaks. This makes it applicable to the wide age range of patients including infants, who undergo this test in sleep (either artificial or natural).
In contrast to the conventional methods (e.g, spirometry, bodypletysmography), MBW is able to evaluate even the most peripheral airway disease. Its high sensitivity to the most peripheral airway changes has been shown in most of chronic lung diseases (e.g. bronchial asthma, cystic fibrosis, primary cilliary dyskinesia etc.) [4] , [6] , [16] .
The test consists of two phases -washin and washout. During the first phase lung is filled with an inert gas (sulphur hexafluoride SF 6 , helium He or resident inert gas -nitrogen N 2 ), during the second phase the inert gas is being washed out by air or by 100% oxygen (depending on the inert gas used). Concentration of the respective inert gas, volume of exhaled gas and flow are measured in real time. The measurement is stopped after reaching a certain level of inert gas concentration within lung (usually 2.5% of the initial gas concentration). The pattern of inert gas concentration decrease gives information about the homogeneity of ventilation and thus about the patency of the most peripheral airways. The washout procedure can be seen in Figure 1 .
In our work we focus on use of the nitrogen multiple breath washout test (N 2 -MBW). Although, the SF 6 has been used for much longer time, the use of nitrogen as inert gas has many advantageous properties:
• SF 6 is not used in medicine, so it must be specially prefabricated, N 2 is naturally present in the surrounding air
• SF 6 is an exogenous inert gas, which needs to be washed in to the lungs
• SF 6 is not routinely available in medical settings, it is quite expensive and have a severe green-house effect Contrarily, N 2 is naturally present in the surrounding air and in lung (so called endogenous inert gas) -there is no need for washin phase. Moreover, N 2 is present also in poorly ventilated areas of lung, which makes the evaluation of ventilation inhomogeneity in severely affected patients more accurate. A small drawback is that the nitrogen is not ideal because of its solubility in blood and its back-diffusion from tissues and blood to the lung during washout phase.
flo w sen sor air co mp osi tio n sen sor breath-in (100% oxygen) breath-out (mixture of air and inert gas) patient The main output is depicted in Figure 2 . These are two graphs -actual flow (bottom curve) and decreasing nitrogen concentration (top curve) measured in each time slice. These data are further used for computing clinically significant indices (FRC, LCI, Scond, Sacin, etc.). Some of them will be mentioned further in the text. The advantage of MBW is its high sensitivity to the early stages of various lung diseases. That enables early therapeutic intervention. There are studies that describe a typical evolution of the mentioned indices for a given disease [7] . 
LCI and FRC
Functional residual capacity (FRC, defined as volume of air in lung at the end of tidal exhalation) and lung clearance index (LCI n defined as number of lung volume turnovers required to wash out the inert gas to n% of its initial concentration) are currently the most important indices derived from MBW data. If we omit the correction for deadspace ventilation, the FRC is calculated as follows:
where V N 2 out is the total volume of expired N 2 , C N 2 start , C N 2 end are concentrations of nitrogen in the start and end point of FRC computation respectively. The index LCI is calculated simply as
where V out is the total volume of expired air. It is necessary to specify how we define the terminal breath (the end of measurement). It is defined as the first of three consecutive breaths with end tidal concentration of inert gas under a preset level; historically it is 2.5%. The corresponding LCI index is then marked LCI2.5. The whole washout process up to 2.5% might be too time consuming. Making it difficult for uncooperative patients to finish the MBW test properly. The FRC relates to the size of lung. The LCI states how many air volumes (equal to FRC) exchanges are necessary to clean the lung from the inert gas (more specifically to reach the level of 2.5% of initial inert gas concentration). The LCI index seems to be very useful to evaluate the homogeneity of lung ventilation (the most peripheral airways included).
Currently, there are some ongoing discussions about possibility to use of the level 5% as the end of washout (LCI5). We also would like to contribute to the discussion with our results.
Introduction 2 -Interval methods
The history of interval analysis is actualy quite similar to MBW. It was developed in '50s but it took some time (until '90s) before it started to be used practically (mainly because of insufficient computational power of machines).
The basic notion is an interval (denoted in boldface), which is for our purpose a real closed interval containing all real numbers within the lower and upper bounds,
The interval works in a verified way. That means it contains some desired value (e.g., a physical constant, a root of polynomial) for sure, however, it is not known where exactly the value lies. With intervals, the arithmetic can be defined as follows: Let us have two intervals x = [x, x] and y = [y, y] then
, where S = {xy, xy, xy, xy},
Interval arithmetics can be (carefully) incorporated in our computational problems (solving systems of equations, integration, data fitting) in order to preserve the verified nature of our data. Interval computation is used when dealing with measurement and rounding errors. In the MBW procedure there are many sources of such errors:
• Imprecision of sensors
• Changing viscosity and humidity of air
• Time shift of signals
• Interaction with deadspace air
• Physiological noise (heart pulse, hick-ups, leaks)
• Irregular breathing pattern, apnea
• Computer and machine rounding errors
Unknown distributions and interplay of the mentioned uncertain variables will result in intervals with unknown distribution. Hence they will only provide verified lower and upper bounds. The situation is depicted in figure  3 .
Regarding data estimation one can usually think of some form of regression. Of course, the meaning of "regression on interval data" needs to be specified first. We will provide the definition in Section 4. We will see that interval analysis provides an interesting tool for dealing with such uncertainties algebraically (using means of interval linear algebra).
More about interval analysis and its use can be found in e.g., [13, 15, 17] . 
Nitrogen concentration in peaks
To obtain interval bounds for nitrogen concentration in peaks (end of breaths) we must first locate the end of breaths. For that purpose we developed our own algorithm [12] which is able to outperform the existing state-of-the-art approaches and even commercial software (Spiroware). After localization of the breath ends the imprecision of machine sensors must be incorporated. We used Exhalyzer D machine by Ecomedics, Duernten, Switzerland, that does not measure nitrogen concentration directly. It computes the nitrogen concentration (in %) according to the formula [14] :
where Ar% = N 2 %×0.0093/0.7881 and where the concentrations of nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide and argon in inspired and expired air are supposed to sum up to 100 %. With argon concentration fixed. That together gives
where all parameters are in percents. According to the manufacturer, the O 2 sensor has accuracy 0.3% and the CO 2 sensor has accuracy 5%. From that we can derive a verified interval bounding the nitrogen concentration in each time slice n i according to the formulas
From 100% the minimal possible concentrations of O 2 , CO 2 were subtracted to obtain an upper bound on nitrogen concentration and the maximal values were subtracted to obtain a lower bound.
Regression on interval data
Various authors approached the topic of regression on interval data, e.g, [1] , [5] , [10] , [23] . Behind the interval regression or interval estimation the following general definition can be seen.
Definition 1 A result of the multi-linear interval regression on (interval) data tuples
is generally
where p = (p 1 , . . . , p n ) T are interval parameters.
The resulting r can be viewed as a multi-dimensional band. A two dimensional example can be seen in Figure 4 .
As it was explained, there are various types of interval regression. They vary in computation of interval parameters p. For example, p could be computed in such a way to force the band r to contain all the data tuples, or at least to cross all the interval data. For our purpose the interval least squares approach is the most meaningful.
Definition 2 For a given data: an m × n interval matrix X, where its i-th row is the tuple
, and an m-dimensional column vector y, where its coefficients are y i , the interval parameters p of the interval least squares estimation are defined in the following way,
where {·} is the tightest possible enclosure of a given set by an n-dimensional box (interval vector). 
Computation of interval least squares and our improvement
When we are given real data (X, y), the least squares parameters p can be obtained by solving X T Xp = X T y. However, this is not the recommended approach since the condition number of the matrix of the new system is squared. There are various possibilities how to approach this problem (QRdecomposition, Krylov subspace methods). They both rely on orthogonality, however when we are tackling the general interval data (X, y) the orthogonality of two interval vectors makes no sense, hence these methods are of no use. When we try to apply the first mentioned approach to the interval case X T Xp = X T y it seems nice, since there are a lot of methods for solving interval linear systems [9] , [11] , [17] , [19] . Unfortunately, multiplication of two interval matrices results not only in quadratic condition number but also in exceptional growth of interval widths, therefore the obtained solution p would generally be useless. The state of the art approach is mentioned in e.g., [18] it is based on solving the following system
The enclosure of parameter vector p appears as the first n components of the obtained enclosure. From X we form much larger square matrix, that is why, we call it supersquare or supsquare approach. It can be seen that much larger system of interval equation needs to be solved. Later, we want to use regression with nonlinear models that are linearizable, therefore the data (X, y) formed out of the MBW data depicted in Figure 5 will have a certain shape:
• X = X is thin
• Intervals are to be found only in the right-hand side y
• X X is going to be small n × n, (n = 2, 3, 4), depending on the model used (see the Table 3 in advance)
• Depending on the linearization used, X might consist of integers only (ones, numbers of breaths or its powers)
• X, y > 0 (component-wise) intervals. From such data the X, y for the regression will be formed.
All these are really favorable properties. That is why we asked whether it is possible to design a method returning tighter enclosures than (4). Unfortunately, we were not able to find such method. We believe that it is a really hard task since the mentioned properties are also in favor of (4). However, we were able to rewrite the formulas to obtain algorithms that are much faster.
Case 2 × 2
When X is an integer matrix of size m × 2, then X T X is of size 2 × 2. We can apply the state-of-the-art supsquares approach, however, in this case the "not-recommended" approach of solving the interval normal system of equations X T Xp = X T y approach may pay off. This actually means computing some verified enclosure of p, where
When computing the inverse matrix, fractions can occur and therefore possibly machine non-representable numbers can occur. That is why we also need to compute in a verified way with intervals. Nevertheless, it is advantageous to postpone the interval computation as far as possible, because the classical arithmetic is usually faster (e.g., in Octave or Matlab). In this case we use the simple shape of the 2 × 2 matrix inverse
It is possible to compute X T X in floating point arithmetic since X contains only integers, and similarly for ad − bc.
When we compute the expression (X T X) −1 X T y we multiply y with an interval matrix X T , that unfortunately causes large growth of interval radii. And then we multiply it again with the matrix (X T X) −1 which causes another growth. Much more suitable way is to compute the whole expression as (
that is multiplying the matrices first and then multiplying with b. In conclusion, the enclosure of p can be computed as
where
the symbol (·) stands for tightest enclosure of the given expression by an interval with machine representable bounds. The system (4) can be solved by any cited method computing enclosures of interval systems. We used the method within the Octave interval package [8] . We tested the difference between the two mentioned approaches on random systems for sizes m = 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, which represent the ceiling for the maximum number of breaths generally occurring during MBW testing. For the purpose ot the testing, X consisted of two columns, the first consisted of numbers 1 to n and the second of ones. For the right hand side y we first generated random intervals with fixed radius 1 and then these intervals were placed along a random line. Both methods were tested for each size on 100 systems. To show the difference, our method was tested with and without postponing of interval operations. In all cases methods computed enclosures for p of the same width. However, computational times were different, they are displayed in Table 1 . In the table a difference between postponed and non-postponed interval computation can be clearly seen. Table 1 : Computation times (in seconds) for 2 × 2 systems for supsquares approach (supsq) and solving interval normal equations without (normal) and with postponing the interval operations (postponed).
Case 3 × 3 and larger
It would be more complicated to find similar formula for an inverse of a general square matrix. That is why this time we refrain from postponing interval computations and enclose X directly with tight intervals (e.g., with radii 10 −15 ). We again compare it with the supsquare approach. The obtained enclosures of p are again the same and the time computations are displayed in Table 2 . This method is still faster than the supsquares approach. Table 2 : Computation times (in seconds) for 3 × 3 systems for supsquares approach (supsq) and solving interval normal equations (normal).
Our data
We collected the data from real patients measured for medical purposes. The measurement technique adhered to ERS/ATS recommendation and the standard operation procedure for N 2 -MBW [14] , [20] . The three necessary conditions to obtain reliable data were:
• Patients have sufficiently regular breathing pattern during measurement
• There is no leakage during the measurement
• Wash-out phase is finished (nitrogen is washed out to a preset level -2.5%)
The data was captured using Exhalyzer D machine by Ecomedics, Duernten, Switzerland.
We included 15 raw data files (A-files) from healthy volunteers (50% of males ) with mean age 12.4 years. Additionally, we included 12 A-files from patients with cystic fibrosis (40% of males) with mean age 10.6 years. The study was approved by the institutional ethical committee of University Hospital Motol, Prague. The legal representatives of patients gave written informed consent. In all A-files breath ends were detected using our own algorithm [12] . Corresponding end tidal nitrogen concentrations were expressed as intervals according to the formulas (2) and (3). The pre-washout parts of the data were automatically trimmed.
Questions we asked
After long discussions we stated a few questions that are interesting from both clinical and mathematical point of view. The important and still discussed question is the behaviour of the nitrogen washout curve in time. There is an observable difference between the healthy and diseased persons, however the objective description is still missing. The long duration of washout (especially in severely affected patients) limits the feasibility of the test especially in small children (toddlers and pre-schoolers). Currently, the premature cessation of the washout (before reaching 2.5% of the starting nitrogen concentration) prevents us from analysing the data. The possibility to derivate some substitute indices computable from incomplete washout curve would be of great benefit.
In search for a model
One of the main goals is to determine the shape of the nitrogen washout curve. In another words, we try to derive the following function
where n is the number of a peak (the initial peak has number 1) and the function f returns a nitrogen concentration in each peak n (it can be an interval concentration). Such function we call nitrogen washout curve model. This goal was addressed earlier in [21] using a simplified model of lungs. They were not able to compute models with more parameters due to the limited computational power (they handled many calculations manually). Their approach could be described as "bottom-up". A similar approach but for a different goal can be seen e.g., in [24] .
Our approach is slightly different, we could call it "top-down". Using a computer we explore the most frequent mathematical models of decay and try to fit the existing medical data with them. From the fitting it will be hopefully possible to obtain more information about the real behaviour of the nitrogen washout process and such knowledge will help to better predict the behaviour of the incomplete measurement.
Of course, there can be some outliers in the data (e.g., false breaths) that could prevent a "perfect" fit. We can use the iterative refinement procedure -first, the data are fitted, then the worst outlier is discarded and the data are fitted again. We tried such refinement with 1 up to 5 iterations. We discuss the practical use of the refinement later.
Center data
In the previous sections we showed how to derive verified interval data from our measured real patient data. We applied this procedure for all datasets. First, to have at least rough idea of the washout curve model, classical least squares data fitting was applied on centered data (real data obtained when instead of each interval its center is taken). We were interested in fitting curves for which the process of good fitting can be transformed to solving a linear system of equations. When we are talking about a quality of fit we need to measure it somehow. The typically used measure is mean square error (MSE), which measures the mean of squared distances from model fit to real data. More specifically, we use rMSE which is the square root of MSE. We fit the data in least squares manner. MASE is another measure of quality of fit that we use. It measures the quality of fit of a model in contrast to the naive predictor (a function that predicts for the next step the same value that just occurred in the current step).
If we evaluate the measurements visually, we could detect "exponential"-like decay in all data. An example could be seen in Figure 5 . Many papers and books (also the medical software shipped with the machine Exhalyzer D) describe this decay with an exponential function [3] . This is one of the classical fitting models. When talking about classical fitting models we tried to find the one most suitable among them.
From the large collection of models [22] we selected the following model candidates fulfilling the visual criteria first. They are written in Table 3 . In the left column there is a shortcut by which we address a model, in the second column the mathematical description and in the third column the parameters that need to be computed to fit a given dataset. As already mentioned, all of these models can be linearized. For a detailed description of this process for each model see [22] . For each dataset (one measurement) each model was fitted with the following procedure:
1. For a given dataset (A-file), try to fit the given model via least squares procedure
Compute metrics -rMSE, MASE
In the first process we tried to remove the outliers from the initial fit. We tried removing 1 to 5 outliers (iteratively or at once) however, it did not lead to any significant improvement. Usually, the initial parts of the washout curve that were not fitted well were omitted leaving almost no difference to the terminal part in a refit curve. We implied that the level of 2.5% and 5% is significant for medical specialist. When we follow the nitrogen curve in time beyond the 2.5% level of concentration, it can be seen that the concentrations peaks can be interlaced with a nearly horizontal line. It is difficult for all models to fit properly such slowly decreasing end. That is why we also measured the quality of fit to a level where something is "still happening" (the curve does not decrease so slowly) -up to 5%. The rMSE results can be seen in Tables 4 and 5 .
From the perspective of rMSE measure the model loglin is the winner. The rMSE penalizes heavily the large misfits. If we take a look at the loglin curve it can fit the initial part of the washout curve pretty well. All other models are penalized, except for the model exploglin. It sometimes seems to be better, however, the coefficient in exponential member of the formula (d) is usually an extremely tiny number (∼ 10 −10 ). That is why this model is usually the same as loglin. From the perspective of Occam's principle further we consider only the loglin model.
The curve with the best rMSE fit does not have to be necessary the best for the sake of prediction of the washout curve behaviour. It can be seen from the MASE Tables 6 and 7 . If we compare the curves to the naive predictor, then we see that the exppow model does often better than loglin. The model exp model which is heavily used in describing the nitrogen washout curve in literature however is not so accurate.
From the mentioned tables we can get the idea how the washout curve behaves. Model loglin fits the data best. However, the tail of this model curve usually tends to grow up, we will see that later. This is not a plausible behaviour. Anyway, from the whole viewpoint this curve models the whole curve the best.
We took an experiment and for all the curves tried to model only the first third of data. This way we could show that other models (exp, pow, exppow) are doing much better that the model loglin. This brought us to idea that maybe the problem is in too shallow descend of the end of the washout curve that cannot be modeled well by any of used model curves.
When data sets were shortened up to the point where the nitrogen concentration decreases below 5% of its initial concentrations, the model exppow works much better on this initial phase. And its fitting error improved. Nevertheless, the best fitting model is still loglin. We therefore have some candidates for interval fitting models -the ones that have best rMSE and MASE at the same time. We omit the model exploglin, since it is too complicated. We exclude the model log since it is contained in loglin and does not have better results than loglin. We also cast out models explin and explog due to a large error rate. We have four remaining candidatesexp, pow, exppow, loglin -that we further use.
None of the checked model curves was able to nicely fit the data from the 5% to 2.5%. The level of 5% seems to be the nice level that still enables possible plausible fitting with one of the classical models. This could also be an important fact for current discussions about advantages of LCI5 over LCI2.5. However, we must be careful not to reach the conclusions too quickly, because the part of the washout curve between 5% and 2.5% can possibly contain some important information about the quality of patient airways.
Interval models -least squares
We took the four candidates on fitting curves -exp, pow, exppow, loglinand provided the interval fitting. Each fitting can be transformed to solving an interval linear system of equations. The process is thoroughly described in [1] . Unfortunately, the results were not encouraging. Due to the errors of sensors the interval data are consisted of intervals with large widths. That is why the resulting interval washout curve models are too thick. Another reason for such overestimation might be that solving an interval linear system exactly is a hard task (NP-hard in the language of computational complexity) therefore we usually use only approximative methods and they might provide some verified overestimations. Shapes typical for each interval washout model are depicted in Figure 6 . No curve was completely able to fit the data nicely. The exp function misses the initial and final part of the washout data. The pow model misses the initial part. The exppow model is usually too wide, however, contains the data inside the interval curve. The loglin model usually tends to widen in time, ruining any possibility of prediction.
Hypothetical sensors
We showed that problem of the least squares fitting lies within precision of current sensors (0.3% for O 2 sensor and 5% for CO 2 sensor of Exhalyzer D machine) and also possibly within the methods for solving interval systems of equations. One might claim that the main flaw lies in the methods for solving interval systems and their overestimation. To shed more light on this, let us assume we have the sensors with better accuracy by one order i.e, 0.03% for O 2 sensor and 0.5% for CO 2 sensor.
Let us repeat the same procedure as in Figure 6 , this time for the hypothetical sensors. The surprising results are displayed in Figure 7 . We checked all the four mentioned models manually by visual evaluation. We omitted the model pow, because it gave poor fitting results in the initial parts. We also omitted the model exp. Although, it gave very narrow curves it resulted in really poor fit. We checked the two remaining models -exppow and loglin. The problems with loglin still persist. Even for narrow intervals the curve tends to rise at its end. This gives us the winning description model -exppow. If we take a look at Figure 7 , we see that the behaviour of exppow model does not fit the data well under the blue line (5% concentration level). However, till the line it behaves well. We further check its properties in the next section. 
Prediction
As it was said the level of nitrogen concentration where we stop the measurement is 2.5% or 5%. This boundary is set historically. For small uncooperative infants it might be difficult to prevent leaks and maintain calm and regular breathing for longer time. Sometimes the measurement must be aborted. In order to not waste the so far good measurement we can try to predict the successive behaviour of the washout curve. Using the previously developed interval washout models we focus on determination of the terminal breath of a measurement. To remind the definition, for a given level of nitrogen concentration (20%, 10%, 5% or 2.5%), the terminal breath for this concentration is defined to be the first one of the three consecutive breaths with concentration below the respective level.
As discussed earlier, we limited our prediction to the part of the washout curve between 10% and 5% as depicted in Figure 8 . The goal was to predict the interval containing the terminal breath at 5% level and compare it with the real terminal breath at the corresponding level. For the prediction we used both the real and hypothetical sensors, the result are in Tables 8(real  sensors) and 9 (hypothetical sensors). The case of real sensors is provided just for illustration, the resulting intervals predicting terminal breaths are too large. In the case of hypothetical sensors, the prediction is not generally bad. However, in some cases the prediction is completely wrong. We suppose that none of the tested models is completely suitable for absolutely correct prediction. Nevertheless, the quality of prediction brings us to the very important question we tackle more in the following subsection.
An alternative clinical index?
The prediction of washout curve in current software (Spiroware) is of poor quality. We could see that the prediction using verified interval regression is also not too trustworthy. The problem lies in an unsatisfactory model of the nitrogen washout process. We discussed many washout curve models, however none of them was plausible enough (for the purpose of prediction). Before one starts a hunt for better models, it needs to be specified, why exactly we need predictions and models of washout process. One reason has been documented previously on an example of an interrupted measurement because of patients weak cooperation. Indeed, the possibility to predict washout process would be of a great clinical value. Unfortunately, our results indicate, that predictions are not possible within the currently used approach to washout data analysis.
Let us say we want to predict LCI from an incomplete measurement. To derive the LCI, the FRC is also needed. For FRC derivation we need to compute V out (as an integration of flow), therefore we need to know the missing flow data whose prediction is nearly impossible (too jagged shape of the flow curve). In conclusion, even if we had a good prediction, there is no way to compute meaningful LCI with this prediction.
With that a new question arises -can LCI be replaced by another index describing ventilation inhomogeneity and being more suitable to be predicted (and also robust enough to overcome some inaccuracy of prediction)? Much more suitable might be some form of clinical index that is based on the curvature of the washout curve. It would also permit to omit the computation of volume of air/nitrogen. During our early regression tests it seemed that for healthy persons the model exppow works better and for patients with cystic fibrosis the model loglin works better. We wanted to derive a new clinical index as a ratio of quality of the fit of these two methods. That is why all the tables contain the rightmost column "rat". Another option would be an index β depicted in Figure 9 . It is the angle of the two lines -first going through the initial concentration and 20% of concentration, the second going through 20% concentration and 5% of concentration. However, these two indices remain hypothetical so far since the relation between them and lung properties is a subject of further clinical study. 
Conclusions
We summarize the results in the form of the following list:
• We were able to significantly speed up the interval least squares procedure for certain specialized cases (e.g., the output data from MBW).
• An example of handling of uncertainties algebraically was shown.
• We demonstrated that the models that are usually used in literature for description of the behaviour of the nitrogen washout process are not plausible.
• We showed that if we consider the classical fitting models, the best model (but still not ideal) for the washout curve description is exppow.
• Fitting the data with classical models up to 5% is much more achievable than the attempts to fit the data up to 2.5%.
• The current accuracy of Exhalyzer D sensors is insufficient for interval data estimation and making reasonable predictions.
• If we had sensors with better accuracy just by one order the verified fitting would work.
• It is impossible to predict the future value of LCI based on interrupted measurement due to properties of LCI.
• The possibility of new clinical indices was discussed.
In our work numerous ways of future research emerged -finding better models of the washout process, combination of the top-down and bottomup approach in washout modeling, search for new clinical indices that will enable better prediction (our newly proposed indices are currently subjects of further clinical study). It would be also interesting to combine the algebraic approach to uncertainty with the statistical one.
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